
SAY IT WITH FLOWERS 

 

  

These are the days 

when sleeping in parked cars no longer applies 

(there was a time 

when everything happened in a car) 

and the young are riper sooner 

or have more foresight 

we get by with as little contact as possible 

we are spitefully unarmed against the foe 

  

The time before that 

there was stuff we didn’t pretend to know 

simple devices like a reprise 

an odd off-season fog 

could drive us together 

with the specialness of birthday cake 

a kind of craziness 

we’ve become too accustomed to 

  

I pressed myself against something 

a rock 

nestled between the library parking lot 

and the golf course 

is it us versus them? 

  

Of course one thing shaken is more vital 

than anything inert 

subsequently the order of things 

and their meanings 

are in the oubliette 

you were there too 

it was a short dance 

  

I’m not too keen on reading those words 

I thought at this stage we’d be past reading 



that language would be reserved 

for only the most intractable diseases 

or at best a hormonal exchange 

for instance I would like to lick your face 

it is beautiful and good 

I can’t think of anything safer 

rolled up 

tighter than a tulip 

  

Let us push harder than ever now 

which carries with it the curse 

of having to legitimize ourselves OOF! 

I refuse to be taken seriously 

  

And the nadir of the evening is ending it alone 

eating some sort of bread pudding 

yet I will rally 

as soon as I’m able to ratify your reality 

and how the new slurps the old 

in all those places we hated 

but still went to and which now 

have different names 

  

It is possible to raise a family 

in the city its interlocking geometry 

stretched out in our separate cars 

  

And now we’re all set for some fresh disappointments 

attainments which FYI should never be fully attained 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

TRUTH 

  

 

I’ll tell you some truth 

How I think of something to say beforehand 

How I instinctively find my way home 

At night though I am never lost 

I’ll tell you more truth later 

Now it’s quiet time 

Most historians agree 

I’ve been dreading the date 

Ever since we set it 

  

Self-assembly is not my honest hope 

I am like sand 

Do not fall out of touch 

  

You’re bold for your age 

To think I turned to you for advice 

Do you understand my dilemma 

Just to be present? 

Where do I come from? 

  

What dilemma? 

How does this sit with you? 

Will you get it when you’re older? 

  

I think about it every day 

It’s all raw to you 

What next? 
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